
Hey coach! Put that joystick away!  

In coach-oriented sports such as basketball, baseball and American football, the coach plays 

an important and visible role during matches. His job is to direct plays and instruct players.  

Soccer is completely different. A soccer coach (especially a youth soccer coach) is supposed 

to have a small and relatively insignificant role during matches. All he needs to do is pick 

the starting line-up and substitute players as required. He shouldn't tell his players what to 
do or how to do it.  

But every weekend you can see 'joystick coaches' running up and down the touchline 

shouting meaningless instructions such as "suck it up, boys!", "get wide!" or "no pain, no 

gain!"  

Risk taking is frowned upon and mistakes are immediately followed by criticism. A joystick 
coach's players don't smile very much.  

These coaches make pre-match, half-time and post-game speeches that go on longer than a 

politician's. They force players into strict positions with instructions such as 'never go out of 
your zone' or 'defenders never cross the center line'.  

And if the coach starts controlling players on the field, other adults feel empowered to do 

the same.  

Soon, players are being told how to play and where to stand by coaches, parents, and even 

complete strangers. And often the three groups are giving three completely different 

instructions... then the game no longer belongs to the players at all. They are manipulated 
by the adults in much the same way as pieces on a chessboard.  

Sadly, joystick coaches don't understand that their players learn more by trial and error 

during coaching games and matches than they ever will from their coach. The role of the 

youth soccer coach is not to instruct and control. It is to organize and set up games that 

their players will enjoy and learn from.  

During coaching sessions, players should not be told to 'move there' or 'go here'. Instead, 

they should be asked if what they are doing could be done better and helped to come up 

with the answers themselves.  

Youth soccer coaches should always encourage risk taking. Is a pass across your own 
penalty area, for example, always a mistake? Should a throw-in always be 'down the line'? 

Discuss risks with your players, by all means, but do not say "never do this" or "always do 
that".  

On match days, a coach's role is even more simple and straightforward. Good behavior, like 

bad behavior, is infectious so stay quiet, relaxed and let the players play. Make sure your 

assistants and the players' parents do the same.  

Ask yourself: do your players enjoy playing soccer because of or in spite of your input and 

involvement? Remember that your players have brains as well as feet. Your job as a youth 

soccer coach is to develop both. 


